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For audiophiles and music lovers who love to read...
Reviewers: Marja & Henk
Financial Interests: click here
Sources: PS Audio PWT; Dr. Feickert Blackbird MKII/DFA
1o5/Zu DL-103; Phasure NOS1 DAC; T+A DAC8 [loaner]
Streaming sources: XXHighEnd; iTunes; Devialet AIR; La
Rosita Beta; Qobuz Desktop, Tidal Desktop; Sound Galleries
SGM 2015 [loaner]
Preamp/integrated/power: Audio Note Meishu with WE 300B (or
AVVT, JJ, KR Audio 300B output tubes); dual Devialet D-Premier;
PTP Audio Blok 20; Hypex Ncore 1200 based monoblocks;
Trafomatic Kaivalya; Trafomatic Reference One; Trafomatic
Reference Phono One; Music First Passive Magnetic; Trafomatic
Lara and Trafomatic Pandora [in for review]
Speakers: Avantgarde Acoustic Duo Omega; Arcadian Audio
Pnoe; Podium Sound One; WLM Sub 12; Sounddeco Alpha F3;
dual Zu Submisson MKI; Soltanus Virtuoso ESL. Ilumnia Magister
& [in for review]
Cables: complete loom of ASI LiveLine cables; full loom of
Crystal Cable cables; full loom of Nanotec Golden Strada;
Audiomica Pearl Consequence interconnect; Audiomica Pebble
Consequence
Power line conditioning: PS Audio Powerplant Premier; PS Audio Humbuster III; IsoTek Evo
3 Syncro; AudioMica Allbit Consequence
Equipment racks: Solid Tech and ASI amplifier and TT shelf
Indispensable accessories: Furutech DeMag; ClearAudio Double Matrix; Franc Audio
Ceramic Disc Classic; Shakti Stones; Kemp polarity checker; Akiko Audio Corelli, Castello
and Phono Booster; Pink Faun LAN Isolator
Online Music purveyors: qobuz.com, tidal.com, bandcamp.com, amazon.co.uk
Room treatment: Acoustic System International resonators, sugar cubes, diffusers
Room size: ca. 14.50 x 7.5m with a ceiling height of 3.5m, brick walls, wooden flooring
upstairs, ca. 7 x 5m with a ceiling height of 3.50m, brick walls and concrete floor
downstairs
Price of review item: €24'000/pr
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What does a card-carrying dyed-in-the-wool tube meister do when he
stumbles unexpectedly over a stash of Svetlana 811-10 tubes? He buys the lot. Why?
Mostly for "you never know". The Russian Svetlana 811-10 are high-power triodes with a
thoriated tungsten filament. The manufacturer rates their output with a DC plate voltage of
800V and DC grid voltage of -50V at 23 watts in class A1. Some readers may protest. Hey,
wait a minute, did you say thoriated which is tungsten with added thorium oxide to improve
current carrying capacities and increase life span? Isn't that radioactive, thus dangerous?
Yes and no. Its radiation is minimal and the particles are mainly weak alpha sorts which
can't even penetrate paper, let alone skin. This could only be harmful were a substantial
amount of the filament wire ground up finely, then mainlined like cocaine. As long as the
minute amount in the small filaments is nicely contained in the vacuum of the glass
envelope, it is perfectly safe. Compare that to those mercury-vapor bottles which glow such
a lovely blue.
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Back to the 811-10. It has a fairly high load resistance of 8kΩ compared to for instance a
300B's 2kΩ. That means an output transformer will have very high primary resistance and
such iron is hard to come by Or is it? Not if the buyer of our fortuitous tube stash is Saša
Cokic of Trafomatic Audio. As the name of the company suggests, transformers are their
business. No transformer challenge is too big for Saša to tackle and together with his
partner Mica Despotovic, they produce a range of high-quality tube phono, preamp and
power amplifiers including integrated models and headphone amps.
It had been six years since Saša invested in that chance stack of 811-10. The first
production model built around them was the Primavera headphone amplifier. Here a 6S45P
drives the Svets and the transformer output impedances—read its secondary windings—
range from 25Ω to 600Ω across five taps. At 50Ω, the amp puts out a decent 10wpc max.
That's high power for headfi.
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With every new model, the looks of Trafomatic gear improves. We own an earlier set of their
Reference One phono and preamplifier and whilst their cosmetics are far from shabby, they
still play in stark contrast to the current far classier looking versions of the very same
models. In the Primavera headphone amp, the very latest designer look is obvious. The
chassis is deeper than wide and the corners are rounded. At the sides rectangular vents of
two different sizes help cool the innards. The larger power and output transformers are
housed in square cowls which duplicate the chassis color while the smaller transformers
like the interstage sit in chromed cylinders.

To comply with safety regulations, the tubes are covered by a fanned-rod cage. Here tastes
may vary but said cage is removable – at your own risk and discretion. Hey, Brussels are
sticklers.
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It is this same industrial design and power tube which Saša
exploits in today's review subject, the Pandora push/pull
monos. Measuring a respectable 48cm deep, 34cm wide
and 34cm high—add 2.5cm for the footers—they looked like
they will weigh a ton. At the back of the top plate sit two
large square boxes with the main power and output
transformer. Three chromed cylinders contain three Mundorf
M-Lytic high-voltage capacitors.

Between the direct-heated SV811-10 triodes sits a pair of 6N30P twin-triodes drivers.
According to the designer, these are the most linear triodes ever produced. Electrically, the
driver and power tubes couple via interstage transformer to avoid signal-path capacitors.
While Saša said that he conceptualized the Pandora around standard balanced circuitry, he
couldn't resist a little twist. That sits in the bias circuit. He did not say too much about it but
it has something to do with the class A1 bias on the SV811-10. Class A1 means that the
tube grid may vary just a little. Not many designer dare to work in this area as non-linearity
hence distortion is a major factor here to spoil the fun.
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The Pandora circuit sends just 3dB of local feedback through its double C-core output
transformer. The massive 500VA double C-core mains transformer too is proprietary
Trafomatic issue. Perhaps a little unexpected but for good sonic reason, a high-class
Lundahl LL1592 transformer handles input regulation and phase splitting. The most critical
part is the interstage transformer inside the chassis, tucked into a metal casing next to the
VU meter. This transformer's multiple sections and no less than 26 windings (!) take the
place of a coupling capacitor. This being a Class A1 design, a capacitor couldn't be used
due to the SV811-10 grid's DC current draw. In other Trafomatic designs like our Kaivalya
monos, there is a tiny bit of negative feedback to reduce harmonic distortion. But as a
push/pull design, Pandora cancels 2nd order harmonics already in the output transformer.
Benelux distributor Marco delivered the Pandora pair together with the Trafomatic Lara
preamplifier. This meant three large and sturdy chip-board crates had to be carried from
the car to our house. There we unpacked the amplifiers to then carry them to our upstairs
listening room. Our loaners sported topaz brown coats, a color popular with Porsche
Panamera car owners. Here that was painted over a primer coat of DuPont rubber.
Trafomatic brands this option part of their Coleman Edition named after a customer with
special wishes for a finish which looked so good that regular production models are now
available in it as well. A side effect of the rubber coating is that it damps out micro
vibrations; and feels great to the touch.
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Handling the Pandora amplifiers was easier than expected. Though still heavy, they weren't
as prohibitive as they looked due to their resin-impregnated Ply construction being lighter
than aluminium equivalents yet still as strong and inert. The large back-lit Kyoritsu KM-86
VU meter is hard to miss. These vintage meters have a slow response which helps display
an average output volume unit – hence the VU name. The needle's position in relation to
the scale indicates the loudness level. We wondered if we'd see any movement during our
sessions.

Over at the back there was enough room for choices. Two kind of line inputs select
between true balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA. As a fully balanced design, that
choice would be easy. A ground lift switch and separate ground terminal sit to the far
right. WBT binding posts offer connections for 4Ω and 8Ω loads. Unexpected was the
indicator ring of the 'neutral' post being red and the other two white – but only on this
particular review sample. Next to the IEC power inlet sat ta 230V/115V selector followed
by the mains switch.
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Each Pandora mono sat on its own Solid Tech base and the matching Coleman Edition
Lara preamp in the middle of an Acoustic Systems plinth with Solid Tech spring footers.
We used pure balanced connections from DAC to preamp to power amps. With 40 watts
per side and tube not transistor watts, our first choice of 109dB efficient Avantgarde Duo
Omega horns wasn't intuitive but would lay bare any noise or distortion without mercy.

With all cabling in place, Lara switched on first. When she was awake, her relays—and yes,
Saša considers her a female—gave way gently so that both Pandoras could come to life.
Now the room lit up because the four Svetlana triodes emitted plenty of white photons but
the speakers no hum. There was only a slight mechanical tingle from the power tubes as
they warmed up and settled in. For now we left the tube cages on but that was to change
soon. With no resident pets or rug rats, the exposed tubes posed no danger of the smell of
burning skin.
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We were ready for Round #1. Our first question to answer was whether noise would
manifest as volume went up. Armed with Lara's remote control which felt great in that
rubberized DuPont finish, we raise the volume without music playing. The whole
combination remained dead silent when we reached 12 o'clock on the dial even at close
range with an ear fronting the tweeter. Time for some music. The Qotob Trio's Entity
involves cello, piano and accordion in a blend of Middle-Eastern and Western classical
traditions. As a result, the room filled with a form of urban music at times rough and
rambunctious, at others intimate and serene. Upping the volume to realistic level so that
the virtual instruments' sizes approximated their sizes in real life, we hit from 87 to 90dB in
the sweet spot. Though loud enough to our ears, the VU meters on both amps remained
stoically unmoved to not deflect by even a millimeter. The Trio Leán's Pangea mix of
African, Mediterranean and Latin guitar pieces augmented by bass and percussion couldn't
persuade the VU meters to dance, either. The sound was clean, dynamic and powerful
without any tube traits like added warmth or spectral coloration from harmonic distortion.
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Trumpets can wreck havoc with any hifi when something is even a little off. Markus
Stockhausen's In Deiner Nähe and Erik Vloeimans' Levanter present said challenge with
plenty of dynamics and in small detail. Again we loved the sound and the ease whereby it
flooded our room. After a few more albums, we meant to dig still deeper into the Pandora
amps. By now night had fallen—thanks to the daylight savings switch, this came quite soon
—and the four Russian bottles set up an electric campfire to brighten up the room. That
same light was splattered by the protective cages which had to go. They easily came off
their holding screws but these screws now exposed looked a bit awkward [see below].
Removing them leaves four holes but without the cage, the overall look was far better to
our eyes.
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We wondered what if any influence the Lara preamp had on the Pandora. With our ultraefficient horns, any preamplifier only attenuates never adds gain and acts as a mere input
selector switch. That same task was easily assigned to our Music First passive magnetic
preamp. For safety and longevity purposes, we switched off everything and let it cool down
before we rearrange the setup. We played some of the same records and noticed as the
main difference between Lara and now passive preamp a slightly less pronounced 50-60Hz
response. That was the only sound-related effect.

In the meantime we had received a pair of Ilumnia Magister floorstanders for review. This
is a ported two-way design with a unique free-floating omnidirectional cone driver. The
Belgian maker rates it at roughly 89dB which meant that when combined with the Pandora,
the amps might work outside the first watt for a change. We might even see some action in
the VU meter department? Alas, we could not get the meters' attention.

As we wrote already in our Magister review, this loudspeaker combines the characteristics
of a horn and electrostat. It is very fast, dynamically responsive, free from the usual
compression effects of dynamic drivers and overall very clean – in short, an ideal
instrument to judge any amplifier against. Now we could dial up Lara's volume without
introducing any noise or other negatives. A great recording was Yo-Yo Ma with Eric
Jacobson and The Knights called Golijov: Azul where a so-called hyper accordion plays a
prominent role in a now and then whirling/soaring frenzy of strings and thundering brass.
Shards of tango, klezmer and gypsy music passed by and after a full orchestra with
embedded band, a serene harp set in followed by a melancholic cello.
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Trafomatic with Blumenhofer at the 2018 Serbian Hi-Files show
Just like the great Pandora/Duo Omega match, the Pandora/Magister combination was
brilliant. On both loudspeakers with very different design principles—directional horns vs
omni, 16Ω/109dB vs 8Ω/89dB—Saša's Pandoras were in full control.
In the fun department which makes you dance nekkid through the house, we took to Sofi
Tukker's Soft Animals. It's nothing high-end or of audiophile quality but sheer fun; which is
what music is for! Play "Drinkee" and you know what we mean. Even the stoic Trafomatics
had their fun. And while we were in a party mood, J. Geils' Full House became another great
animator. Recorded in 1972, we spun the original vinyl into our Trafomatic Reference
Phono One to a full house of Trafomatic. A little different was the triple album of the Dutch
Kyteman Orchestra's The Jam Sessions. All tracks are live improvisations under the
guidance of Colin Benders on flügelhorn, thus music without any mental presets of scores.
Very refreshing is that these improvisations didn't end up as a band-only thing. The
audience was included to make the outcome extra accessible.
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The end. Most tube amplifiers to market follow the old school of the tried and proven. Only
a few designers can and will think out of the box to come up with innovations still based on
classic designs. Of that select company, even fewer go on evolving and explore new roads
toward the goal of the best music reproduction with tubes and transformers. We think that
Saša belongs into that league and so do these products.

We spent a few weeks with these latest Trafomatic amps and enjoyed our time immensely.
Any combination of hardware and any software we tried pleased us. In many cases we felt
leery to alter a setup just to check on another combination. In the beginning we were
anxious to try the potentially unhappy marriage of highly sensitive speakers with fairly
powerful amplifiers. Due to their extremely low distortion and absentee noise, that anxiety
proved unfounded. The Pandora twins were a great match with all loudspeakers we tried
and always presented them to best effect. So don't think of Pandora's box. Instead, think of
Pandora as the first human woman whose name combined 'pan' and 'doron' to translate
into The All-Giving . Because that's what these Serbian amplifiers are about…
Marja & Henk
Trafomatic Audio's website
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